The fastest simple, kinetically two-state protein folds a million times more rapidly than the slowest. Here we review many recent theories of protein folding kinetics in terms of their ability to qualitatively rationalize, if not quantitatively predict, this fundamental experimental observation.
Figure 1
The simple, single-domain proteins cytochrome b 562 and muscle acylphosphatase are of similar size and stability, yet the former folds in microseconds, and the latter folds in seconds (2, 3) . Here we critically review the ability of various theories of protein folding to rationalize qualitatively, if not predict quantitatively, this six order of magnitude range of rates.
SIMULATION-DERIVED THEORIES OF FOLDING
Perhaps the majority of contemporary theories of protein folding kinetics are based on observations of the simulated folding of simple, computational models. In an ideal world, the relevant simulations would entail a level of detail commensurate with the complex, atomistic structure of a fully solvated polypeptide. In reality, however, the simulation of protein folding in atomistic detail has proven computationally overwhelming. The difficulty is twofold. First, computational times scale strongly with the number of atoms, and even the smallest proteins are composed of thousands of atoms solvated by thousands of water molecules. Second, even the most rapidly folding proteins fold extremely slowly relative to the femtosecond time step of fully detailed molecular dynamics simulations [for a recent, partial solution to this dilemma, see Pande and coworkers folding@home project (4) ]. Faced with this computational obstacle, the large majority of the theoretical literature in protein folding has been based on observations not of fully detailed protein models but on highly simplified representations of the polypeptide chain. Lattice polymers, perhaps the most popular computational model, simplify the description of the polypeptide chain by distilling each amino acid into a single bead and simplify folding dynamics by limiting the moves of each bead to hops between discrete points on a coarse lattice.
Although lattice polymers and many off-lattice computational models are highly simplified, they capture many of the potentially relevant aspects of real proteins. For example, lattice polymers, similar to proteins, are sequence-specific heteropolymers that can encode a unique native fold, and though the coarse lattice significantly reduces the entropy of the unfolded state, its entropy is still sufficiently large that folding would be slow were it a fully random search process. Similarly, some lattice polymer sequences surmount this entropic barrier (the Levinthal Paradox) much more efficiently than others, and thus lattice polymers exhibit a wide range of folding rates. To date a major goal of computational folding studies has been the identification of the equilibrium properties that uniquely identify those rare lattice polymer sequences that fold rapidly, under the assumption that similar behavior will underlie the rapid folding of real proteins. The criteria predicted to distinguish between the rapidly and slowly folding lattice polymer sequences thus provide a clear opportunity for evaluating the correspondence between theory and experiment in protein folding.
In the last decade alone, more than 700 papers on the folding kinetics of simple onand off-lattice protein models have appeared in the literature. Although it is impossible to accurately distill such a large, diverse, and often conflicting literature into a few brief conclusions, much of this literature can be classified by the criterion that is predicted to separate rapidly folding sequences from slowly folding sequences. Here we briefly describe the three major criteria that have been suggested as potential determinants of the relative folding rates of simplified computational models and review the experimental literature for clues as to whether similar criteria are responsible for the broad range of rates observed for the folding of two-state proteins.
Figure 2
Rapid folding will occur when the energy of each unfolded or partially folded conformation decreases more or less monotonically [along some simple, but often difficult to define, order parameter(s)] as conformations become more native-like (5, 6) . Roughness on this energy landscape can produce complex, stretched-exponential kinetics in lattice polymers (9) and may also account for part of the broad range of observed two-state folding rates.
Smooth Energy Landscapes
A large body of theoretical work suggests that the rapid folding of lattice polymers (5, 6) and simplified off-lattice polymers (7, 8) is associated with smooth, funnel-shaped energy landscapes (Figure 2 ). That is, rapid folding will occur when the energy of each unfolded or partially folded conformation decreases more or less monotonically as conformations become more native-like along some reaction coordinate(s). If this energetic guidance does not occur, or if the landscape is rough (contains local minima deeper than a few k B T that act as traps), folding becomes glassy, dominated by multiple kinetic traps, and slows dramatically. Differences in the roughness of the energy landscape can lead to orders of magnitude changes in the folding rates of simplified computational models (9) .
B
How can we determine if variations in energy-landscape roughness contribute significantly to the relative folding rates of small proteins? If energetic roughness dominates the energy landscape, slow, nonsingle-exponential kinetics will be observed (5, 9, 10) . That is, at temperatures at which k B T is small relative to the myriad kinetic barriers on a rough landscape (near the so-called glass transition temperature, T B g ), the myriad of local kinetic barriers will begin to retard the folding process, switching the kinetics from single exponential (h = 1) to a slower, stretched exponential (h > 1):
where kf is the folding rate, A 0 denotes the amplitude change upon folding, and S n and S (t) respectively denote the signal of the native state and that observed at time t (5, (8) (9) (10) . We can determine the extent to which roughness defines relative folding rates in the laboratory by employing this metric to measure the relative energy-landscape roughness of both rapidly and slowly folding proteins.
Do differences in energy-landscape roughness account for a significant fraction of the 1,000,000-fold range of rates observed for two-state protein folding? Although indications of landscape roughness have been reported for the single-domain protein ubiquitin [(11) , but see commentary in (12) ] at low temperatures, energetic roughness does not generally appear to account for the vast range of folding rates observed under more physiological conditions. Once the complication of proline isomerization is taken into account, the large majority of simple, single domain proteins appear to fold with single exponential kinetics (1, 11, 12) . Examples include the folding of the 62-residue protein L, which appears perfectly single exponential down to the experimental limit of -15°C (12) , and the pI3k-SH3 domain, which also exhibits a smooth energy landscape despite being the second most slowly folding two-state protein reported to date (13) (Figure 3) . It thus appears that although theory is correct in associating smooth energy landscapes with the rapid folding of naturally occurring proteins (5-8), differences in the roughness of the energy landscape do not play a significant role in defining the six order of magnitude range of observed two-state folding rates.
Figure 3
The folding energy landscapes of even the most slowly folding single-domain proteins are exceptionally smooth. Shown here is the refolding of the pI3 k-SH3 domain, one of the most slowly folding of all two-state proteins (13), after folding is initiated by rapid dilution at 5°C. There is no statistically significant evidence of deviation from the fitted single-exponential kinetics (B. Gillespie and K.W. Plaxco, unpublished observations), even at this low temperature, where k B T is reduced and the effects of landscape roughness enhanced. It appears that energetic roughness plays no significant role in slowing the folding of even the most slowly folding two-state proteins (12).
The Energy Gap Hypothesis
Karplus and coworkers have reported that a "necessary and sufficient criterion to ensure [rapid] folding is that the ground state be a pronounced energy minimum (14) " relative to all other maximally compact states (Figure 4 ). More recently these and other researchers have identified a number of related measures of energetic gap between the ground state and other maximally compact states. These include the Z score, which is a measure of the statistical significance of the size of the gap between the energy of the native state and the mean energy of all other maximally compact states (15) . This measure of the energy gap is reported to correlate significantly with the folding rates of a number of simple lattice polymers (16) and may account for the vast dispersion observed in the folding rates of real proteins.
Unfortunately, we cannot measure the size of the energy gap experimentally, and thus, we cannot directly determine whether differences in the energy gap account for the wide range of observed protein folding rates. The difficulty is that, as demonstrated by both solution-phase and crystallographic structural studies, the vast majority of proteins populate only a single maximally compact state, the native state, and therefore, the energy gap between the ground state and all other maximally compact states is too large to measure. An indirect experimental test of the energy gap hypothesis may be provided, however, by the empirical observation that, for some lattice polymer models, the melting temperature (T m , often denoted T f in the theoretical literature) is correlated with the magnitude of the energy gap. This leads to the (indirect, empirically based) prediction that folding rates should also correlate with T m (16) . To the extent that this has been monitored experimentally, however, it appears that folding rates are generally uncorrelated with T m . For example, although folding rates may be modestly correlated with T m across a set of mutants of a single protein (A. Fersht, personal communication), a survey of the experimental literature suggests that T m is effectively completely uncorrelated with folding rates across a set of nonhomologous proteins ( Figure 5 ). Even for sets of closely related proteins, the correlation between T m and folding rates is often nonexistent. A set of homeodomain sequences provides an extreme example: Despite T m ranging from 54°C to 116°C, the folding rates of the three characterized homeodomains are effectively within error of one another (12, 17; B. Gillespie and K.W. Plaxco, unpublished data). Similarly, there is no correlation between T m and folding rates across mesophile-, thermophile-, and hyperthermophile-derived cold shock proteins (18) . Thus, although theory is correct in associating a large energy gap with the rapid folding of naturally occurring proteins, it appears that there is no evidence in favor of the hypothesis that the size of the energy gap is a significant determinant of relative protein folding rates.
Figure 5
Although it is not possible to test the energy gap hypothesis directly (because the energy gap does not correspond to any experimental observable), an indirect experimental test is provided by the empirical observation that the melting temperatures (T m ) of lattice polymers are highly correlated with both the size of their energy gap and their folding rates (16) . No significant correlation between Tm and folding rates is observed, however, when a set of unrelated, single-domain proteins is characterized in the laboratory. Shown are data from 12 nonhomologous two-state proteins randomly selected from the literature (91, (93) (94) (95) (96) (97) (98) (99) (100) (101) (102) (103) (104) (105) .
Collapse Cooperativity
Thirumalai and coworkers (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) have demonstrated that the relative folding rates of many simple on-and off-lattice polymer models are defined by a dimensionless, equilibrium parameter termed σ. σ is a measure of the ease with which the denatured state undergoes nonspecific, Flory-type coil-to-globule collapse relative to the ease with which the protein folds as temperature or solvent quality (e.g., denaturant concentration) is reduced ( Figure 6 ). Two equivalent measures of σ can be derived. The first, σ T , is defined in terms of thermal unfolding and is related to the melting (T m ) and collapse (T θ ) temperatures by
where T m is the temperature (in Kelvins) at which half of a population of polymers is folded, and T θ is the temperature at which the mean dimensions of the ensemble are midway between those of the folded and unfolded states. The second, σ D , is reported to be an equivalent parameter obtained via chemical denaturation experiments (22; D.
Thirumalai and D. Klimov, personal communication). It is defined by
where C M is the denaturant concentration at which half of the population of polymers is folded, and C θ is the denaturant concentration at which the mean dimensions of the ensemble are midway between those of the fully folded and unfolded ensembles. Both definitions of σ are thus equilibrium measures of the cooperativity of the collapse of the unfolded state to form the native protein.
Two research groups have explored the relationship between σ and the folding kinetics of simplified computational models. Thirumalai and coworkers (24) have demonstrated that on-and off-lattice polymer sequences with high σ fold orders of magnitude more slowly than sequences that contract only at conditions nearer the midpoint of the equilibrium folding transition. Karplus and coworkers (16) have also investigated the relationship between σ and folding rates. Although these authors report that folding kinetics correlate more strongly with the energy gap criterion than with σ (and, indeed, raise questions about the definition of the parameter), they nevertheless observe a statistically significant correlation between σ and folding rates across several lattice models. Simulations suggest that six order of magnitude change in folding rate should correspond to changing by σ more than 0.5 (20, 24, 25) , a difference well within reach of experimental verification.
And is σ correlated with folding rates in the laboratory? To date σ D has been experimentally defined for four simple, single-domain proteins spanning a greater than 30,000-fold range of rates (26) . All four proteins exhibit σ D effectively indistinguishable from zero ( Figure 7) . Similarly, we can employ previously reported data on the thermal unfolding of cytochrome c to determine that, for that protein, σ D is also ~0 (27) . Thus in keeping with theory, near zero values of σ are associated with the rapid folding of naturally occurring, two-state proteins. In contrast to the behavior of lattice and simple off-lattice polymers, however, the relative folding rates of simple proteins are not defined by this equilibrium measure of collapse cooperativity. 6 Thirumalai and coworkers (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) have reported that the dimensionless, equilibrium collapse parameter σ is highly correlated with the relative folding rates of simple on-and off-lattice polymers. σ is a measure of the point at which the unfolded polymer undergoes nonspecific coil-to-globule collapse relative to the point at which it folds as the solvent quality or temperature is reduced.
Figure 7
We can measure the putative kinetic determinant σ by monitoring collapse via small angle X-ray scattering and folding via near UV-circular dichroism. Shown is the equilibrium folding and collapse of the single-domain protein acyl phosphatase. As for all two-state proteins characterized to date (26) , the σ of this protein is within error of zero, and thus this parameter is not correlated with relative folding rates in the laboratory.
All Folding Criteria Optimal?
Experimental studies indicate that the criteria that determine folding rates in simple computational models do not account for the range of folding rates observed for simple, single-domain proteins. Indeed, the energy gaps of nearly all two-state proteins are unmeasurably large and both energetic roughness and σ typically adopt the unmeasurably small values that are associated only with the most rapidly folding lattice polymers. Thus, it appears that although biologically relevant folding rates are associated with a smooth landscape/large energy gap/low σ, differences in these parameters do not contribute significantly to the six order of magnitude range of two-state folding rates observed in the laboratory.
EXPERIMENTALLY MOTIVATED THEORIES OF PROTEIN FOLDING KINETICS
In contrast to simulation-based theories of protein folding, several theories have arisen directly from the study of experimentally observed folding rates. More precisely, these theories have emerged from studies of how folding rates change with changing solvent conditions, under the influence of mutations, and across nonhomologous proteins. Two of these, the nucleation-condensation and topomer search models, specifically address the issue of why some proteins fold more rapidly than others. Here we describe these two models in detail, placing emphasis on their ability to explain or predict the vast range of experimentally observed folding rates.
Nucleation-Condensation Model
It is well established that native-like interactions are formed in the rate-limiting step of folding. For example, the perfectly exponential denaturant dependencies of folding rates (termed linear chevron behavior) demonstrate that the folding transition state contains interactions similar to those that stabilize the native state [reviewed in (28) ]. The role that native interactions play in defining folding rates is further supported by reports that native-state stability is an important determinant of the relative folding rates of topologically similar proteins (13, 29) and, often, of point mutants of a single protein (29) (30) (31) (32) .
Protein engineering studies, termed θ-value analysis (33), have further clarified the nature of this native-like transition-state structure and led to the development of the nucleation-condensation model of folding (Figure 8 ). This theory is based on the observation that a subset of all mutations destabilize the folding transition state approximately as much as they destabilize the native state, suggesting that the mutated residues are in a near-native environment during the rate-limiting step in folding [reviewed in (34) ]. Although these structured transition-state residues are frequently distant in the protein sequence, they often cluster when mapped onto the native fold (33) . Taken together, these observations support the hypothesis that folding is akin to nucleation in a phase transition. That is, a necessary and sufficient condition to surmount the rate-limiting step in folding is the formation of a small, specific nucleus of native structure upon which the remaining structure condenses, and differences in the stability of this nucleus contribute to relative folding rates (35) .
The evidence in support of the nucleation-condensation model of folding is, however, rather qualitative; although native-like structures are clearly present in the folding transition states of many proteins, their quantitative contribution to relative folding rates has not been established. Indeed, much recent evidence suggests that differences in the stability of the folding nucleus contribute comparatively little to the six order of magnitude range of two-state folding rates. This evidence includes the observation that the vast majority of point mutation [reviewed in (28) ] and even much larger sequence changes (36-38) produce less than one order of magnitude changes in folding rates. Similarly, circular permutations (39, 40) and covalent circularizations (41) that largely or entirely disrupt the θ-value-defined nucleus produce only rather minor, three-to sevenfold changes in rate ( Figure 9 ). Therefore, though it is extremely well established that a nucleus of native-like structure is formed in the rate-limiting step of folding, it appears that even large-scale alteration of this structure-and thus presumably its thermodynamics-typically fails to change folding rates significantly, suggesting in turn that the precise details of the folding nucleus are not the major determinant of relative folding rates. This has led to the hypothesis that the formation of this nucleus is a necessary and sufficient condition to ensure that the rate-limiting step in folding has been surmounted and that differences in the stability of the folding nucleus account for differences in folding rates (35) .
Figure 9
Mutations that dramatically alter the structure of the θ -value-defined folding nucleus typically do not significantly alter folding rates. Shown is the correlation between a residue's θ -value in the wild-type protein S6 and a circularly permuted variant [data adopted from (40) ]. The statistically insignificant correlation demonstrates that the mutation entirely disrupts the wild-type nucleus. Despite completely rearranging the folding nucleus, the mutation accelerates the folding rate by a relatively minor factor of ~2 (40) .
Topology as a Determinant of Rates
In contrast to the suggestion that the thermodynamics of the transition state are dominated by a small subset of native interactions, in the late 1990s, it was reported that folding rates are strongly correlated with an empirical metric of global native-state topological complexity termed contact order (42) . More recently a number of additional, empirical measures of topology have been reported, including the number of sequencedistant contacts per residue (43) , the fraction of contacts that are sequence local (35), the total contact distance (44) , and linear models of secondary structure content (45) . All of these metrics predict folding rates approximately equally accurately, suggesting they reflect a common underlying physics. Because all four metrics reflect empirical observations rather than theoretical models, they do not, however, directly define the mechanistic origins of this physics.
Because contact order was the first topological metric reported to correlate with folding rates, it has received the most attention vis-a`-vis efforts to reconcile the empirically observed topology-rate relationships with a quantitative, mechanistic model of folding. For example, because contact order is related to the sequence separation between contacting residues it has been suggested that it relates to the entropic cost of the loop closures required to surmount the rate-limiting step in folding (42, (46) (47) (48) . Unfortunately, however, loop-closure entropy is proportional to the logarithm of loop length rather than loop length per se (49) , and the average log (separation) between contacting residues is more poorly correlated with rates than is contact order as originally defined (K.W. Plaxco, unpublished observations). Perhaps because of this, several theoretical models of folding based on balancing loop-closure entropy with favorable side chain interactions exhibit poorer correlations with folding rates than the original, empirical observation itself (46, 47) . Similarly, relative contact order (the average contact separation in terms of fraction of total peptide length) predicts rates significantly more accurately than absolute measures of the average sequence separation of contacting residues (50, 51) . This produces the counterintuitive result that, of two proteins with the same average contact separation, the longer protein folds faster. Observations such as these lead inevitably to the possibility that contact order predicts rates not because it is directly related to the underlying mechanism of folding but because it is a proxy for some other physically more reasonable parameter.
The first hint as to what this more mechanistically relevant parameter is came from the work of Goddard and coworkers (52) , who related folding times to the number of gross topologies a protein must sample in order to enter the native energy well. In this topomer sampling model, the first stage of folding is dynamic as the unfolded chain diffuses between distinct gross topologies (topomers) (Figure 10 , B to C transition). When the native topomer is found, stabilizing interactions can rapidly accrete, trapping the protein in its native conformation ( Figure 10 , C to E transition). Two properties of simple, singledomain proteins suggest that this type of search could dominate two-state folding rates. First, the formation of local structures, such as helices, hairpins, and loops, is orders of magnitude more rapid than the rate-limiting step in folding [reviewed in (53) ]. Second, the folding free energies of such isolated structural elements, indeed, of almost all of the partially folded and misfolded states of single-domain proteins, are near or above zero (54) (55) (56) . If proteins fold via the diffusional rearrangement of these unstable, rapidly interconverting elements, then the rates will depend on the difficulty of finding the native topomer among all other, incorrect topomers. If all topomers are equally well populated, folding rates (for a given protein length) will depend only on the topomer sampling rate (52) . If, in contrast, topologically distinct topomers are not equally well populated, rates will be determined by the topomer search rate, which is a function of both the topomer sampling rate and the fraction of unfolded conformations that are in the native topomer (57) (58) (59) . The latter model predicts that relative folding rates are proportional to the probability of achieving the native topomer and that differences in the probability of achieving various native topomers could account for the vastly differing folding rates observed for topologically distinct proteins.
The topomer search model provides a rationalization for the wide range of two-state folding rates, but does it quantitatively account for that range? We have recently developed a simple method of estimating the probability of an unfolded chain adopting any given topomer that accurately predicts the folding kinetics of single-domain proteins (58, 59) . The method emerged from simulations of inert, Gaussian chains, which suggested that the probability of adopting a given topomer is quantifiable via a straightforward approximation arising from two simplifying effects. First, because the locations of residues that are close in sequence are highly correlated, the probability of achieving a given topomer is dominated by pairs of residues that are distant in the sequence. The second is that the probability of ordering the chain is well described by a mean-field approximation: Once a sufficient number of sequence-distant pairs of residues are brought into proximity, the probability of each of the remaining ordering events becomes independent of all other ordering events and approximately constant. The probability of forming the native topomer, P(Q D ), is approximated by replacing the unique probability of ordering each specific pair with the average probability of ordering a pair (58) :
where QD is the number of sequence-distant pairs whose proximity defines the topomer, and <K> is the average equilibrium constant for residue pairs being in proximity (and is less than unity). Folding rates should, in turn, be proportional P(Q D ).
The prediction that folding rates relate to Q D provides a means of testing the topomer search model. In order to perform this test, however, Q D must be defined. The definition of Q D assumes that any pair of residues separated by more than l c residues along the sequence and within distance r c in the native state will be in proximity in the native topomer. The model is surprisingly insensitive to the precise values of these parameters; over a wide range of l c and r c , Q D is correlated with log(kf) with a correlation coefficient of r2 > 0.75 ( Figure 11 ). Thus this simple model captures in excess of 3/4 of the variance in our kinetic data set using only the fitted parameters <K> and the proportionality constant.
The predictive value of the topomer search model can be improved by introducing a length dependence; the extent to which a protein's folding rate differs from that predicted by the topomer search model is strongly correlated with chain length (59) . This correlation, however, suggests that, for two proteins with the same Q D , the longer protein folds more rapidly. This statistically robust observation, which is counter to the predictions of many simulation-based theories (52, 60, 61) , is thought to arise due to crowding stemming from excluded volume and persistence length effects (59) . With the addition of this crowding effect via the equation
where J is a constant (J < 1) that is analogous to <K>, the correlation coefficient for the topomer search model increases to r2 = 0.85 (59) . The ability of this simple, near firstprinciples model of folding kinetics to capture 85% of the variance in two-state folding rates further supports the hypothesis that the topomer search process dominates relative barrier heights. Figure 10 The essence of the topomer search model is that the rate with which an unfolded polymer diffuses between distinct topologies is much slower than the rate with which local structural elements zipper (and, critically, unzip) [reviewed in (59) ]. It is well established that the formation of helices, loops, and other sequence-local structural elements (e.g., B to A transition) is significantly faster than the ratelimiting step in folding. Because the free energy of these partially folded states (e.g., A) is almost invariably ≥ 0 for two-state proteins, their disruption (e.g., the A to B transition) is more rapid still. Given these constraints, the rate-limiting step in folding might be the slow, large-scale diffusion to find the set of conformations (e.g., C) close enough to the native topology that they can zipper deeply into the stable, native well (E) without requiring slow, large-scale topological rearrangements. Central to this argument is the suggestion that, while the formation of specific, native-like interactions may be necessary in order to surmount the rate-limiting step (D), they are neither sufficient to ensure folding (e.g., A) nor a major determinant of relative barrier heights.
Figure 11
A quantitative version of the topomer search model predicts a simple relationship between folding rates and the number of sequence-distant native contacts (Q D ). As illustrated here, this relationship holds across a dataset of some two-dozen nonhomologous two-state proteins with a correlation coefficient of r 2 > 0.75, suggesting that this simple model captures more than 3/4 of the variance in two-state folding rates (59) .
A Simple, Predictive Toy Model of Two-State Folding?
The limiting version of the topomer search model assumes that achieving the native topomer is the rate-limiting step in folding and that side-chain interactions do not contribute significantly to the folding barrier (59) . In contrast, the original nucleationcondensation model stipulated that the folding barrier is surmounted when a nucleus of native structure is formed (62) , presumably irrespective of the topology of the remainder of the chain. Reality clearly lies somewhere on the spectrum between these two extremes, and both a nucleus of native-like interactions and a grossly native topology are formed in the rate-limiting step in folding (58, 63) . The observation that the simplest, most extreme version of the topomer search model captures 75% to 85% of the variance in two-state folding rates, however, suggests that this toy model of folding may be a reasonable starting point for further advances in theory. We are optimistic that when specific chemical details (e.g., nucleating interactions) are added to the topomer search model, its predictive value will be further improved, and we note that potentially promising advances in a similar direction have already been reported (64, 65) .
RECONCILING THE BEHAVIORS OF LATTICE POLYMERS AND PROTEINS
In thinking of the minimal toy model of folding that captures enough of the relevant physics to recapitulate experimentally observed folding behaviors, we come to the question of how and why the folding of lattice polymers differs from that of real proteins. To address these questions, we must consider that simple computational models typically employed in folding simulations differ from proteins in at least two significant aspects. First, while the energy landscapes of most polymer models are usually quite rugged; those of almost all simple, single domain proteins are extremely smooth. Second, in contrast to lattice polymers, for which rates are not defined by "the number of shortversus long-range contacts in the native state" (14) , topological effects dominate the relative folding rates of simple, single-domain proteins. Recent experimental and simulations-based studies are providing insights into the origins of these important discrepancies.
The Origins of Optimal Energy Landscapes
A possible origin of the near-universal observation of smooth landscapes/large energy gaps/low _ among naturally occurring proteins is that these properties are extremely common features of thermodynamically foldable polymers. Lattice polymer simulations suggest, however, that this is not the case. For example, it has been established that lattice polymer sequences with a pronounced energy gap are relatively rare; simulations of randomly selected 27-mer lattice polymers indicate that only 3% to 15% of such sequences encode a sufficiently large energy gap to ensure rapid folding (14, 66, 67) , and the fraction of rapidly folding sequences may be yet smaller for 125-mer lattice systems (68) . Near zero σ, which equates to rapid, two-state folding, is similarly a relatively rare property of randomly selected lattice and simplified off-lattice polymer sequences (24) . Thus simulation studies do not appear to support the hypothesis that smooth energy landscapes/large energy gaps/low σ are a common property of thermodynamically foldable polymers; we must look elsewhere for reasons underlying the ubiquity of rapid folding among naturally occurring proteins.
Alternatively, smooth energy landscapes/large energy gaps/low σ may in fact be rare, but evolutionary pressures aimed specifically at ensuring rapid folding guarantee that naturally occurring proteins are selected from the small subset of sequences that exhibit these critical properties. This hypothesis is supported by studies suggesting that rapidly folding sequences will be produced only rarely in the absence of selective pressures or design constraints aimed at ensuring rapid folding (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) 74) . Experimental tests of this hypothesis, however, are to be found in observations of the folding kinetics of a number of de novo designed proteins. The algorithms by which these molecules have been designed utterly ignore folding kinetics [(75-77) ; also see the critical commentary in (78) ]. Nevertheless, all of the nearly one dozen de novo designed proteins characterized to date fold approximately as fast as or faster than the analogous naturally occurring proteins (38, 79; F. Gai, personal communication; M. Scalley-Kim & D. Baker, personal communication), suggesting that even in the absence of explicit kinetic selections the large majority of thermodynamically foldable sequences fold rapidly. Rapid folding therefore appears to be relatively common even among sequences that have not been the subject of explicit selection or design aimed at optimizing the energy landscape/energy gap/ σ.
The discrepancy in the frequency with which rapid folding arises among protein sequences relative to the paucity of rapidly folding lattice-polymer sequences may be a function of the topologies that natural selection and human design have achieved. Exhaustive simulations demonstrate a close relationship between the native structure of a polymer and the properties of its energy landscape. These simulations suggest that, although most structures are the unique ground state of only a few sequences, a small subset of all structures are encoded by a very large number of sequences (80) (81) (82) (83) . Naturally occurring protein folds and existing de novo designed proteins are thought to represent such highly designable structures (80, 83) . Critically, simulation studies indicate that highly designable structures almost invariably exhibit the smooth landscapes and large energy gaps that theory associates with rapid folding (82, 83) . Though smooth landscapes/large gaps/low σ may be rare overall, they may be common among sequences that encode naturally occurring or otherwise designable topologies, thus explaining why, in contrast to randomly selected lattice polymer sequences, energy-landscape issues do not dominate the folding of proteins.
The Origins of Topology-Dependent Rates
The observation that the large majority of naturally occurring or designed proteins exhibit smooth energy landscapes also provides a potential explanation of why the folding kinetics of simple proteins are dominated by topological constraints, rather than the energy-landscape effects that dominate computational models. Namely, it is possible that subtle topological effects will become apparent only in the absence of potentially more dominant energy-landscape issues. Gō polymers, which have very smooth energy landscapes due to the absence of nonnative stabilizing interactions, provide a means of testing this hypothesis (84) . Extensive folding simulations of these systems, however, indicate that smooth energy landscapes alone are not sufficient to generate strongly topology dependent folding rates; on-lattice Gō polymer folding rates are effectively uncorrelated with topology (85, 86) . The folding rates of more sophisticated, off-lattice Gō polymers likewise exhibit little (87) if any (88) topology dependence. No matter how smooth their energy landscapes, none of the traditional polymer models exhibit the dramatic topology dependence observed in two-state protein folding.
The topomer search model provides a rationale for the lack of topology dependence among even lattice polymers with smooth energy landscapes. The topomer search dominates folding kinetics because the folding of small proteins is extremely cooperative; breaking noncovalent native-state interactions lowers the energetic barrier to the breaking of additional interactions, producing a nonlinear relationship between free energy and the number of native contacts [for an interesting discussion of cooperativity and its relationship to two-state folding, see (89) ]. Because of this cooperativity, an excess of 90% of the native structure is required for the free energy of a typical single-domain protein to drop below zero (54) (55) (56) . The topomer search dominates rates because this level of cooperativity ensures that only unfolded molecules in the native topomer can zipper sufficient contacts to fold productively, and thus the entropic cost of finding the native topomer is a major contributor to the folding barrier. In comparison to proteins, the folding of traditional Gō polymers is noncooperative (90) ; the free energy of partially folded Gō lattice polymers is a relatively weak, linear function of the total number of interactions present (85) . Gō polymers can, however, be forced to adopt a degree of cooperativity by defining the energy of a given conformation as a nonlinear function of the number of interactions present. Consistent with the predictions of the topomer search model, the introduction of such cooperativity leads to a highly significant relationship between topology and lattice-polymer folding rates (85, 86) . If folding is cooperative and the energy landscape is smooth (i.e., lacking nonnative traps), only those unfolded conformations in the native topomer can fold productively, and for this reason, the entropic cost of the topomer search will dominate relative folding rates.
Simulations thus support the suggestion that the topology-dependent folding rates observed for simple, single-domain proteins are an unavoidable consequence of their highly cooperative folding. In addition to producing topology-dependent kinetics, however, the addition of cooperativity also decelerates the folding of Gō polymers (85, 86, 90) . Does cooperativity also decelerate the folding rates of real proteins? In net it may not; we have speculated that the net effect of cooperativity is to actually accelerate folding by destabilizing partially structured, misfolded states relative to the native fold (smoothing the landscape/increasing the gap/lowering σ) to a greater extent than it decelerates folding by destabilizing potentially productive intermediates (85) . This in turn suggests that the observed dominance of topology in defining folding rates is a consequence of the cooperativity necessary to ensure the formation of an energy landscape that can support rapid folding.
CONCLUSIONS
The criteria that distinguish rapidly folding computational models from those that fold more slowly do not account for the broad range of rates observed for the folding of twostate proteins; the experimentally measurable criteria associated with rapidly folding lattice and off-lattice computational models appear to be perfectly optimized for many naturally occurring proteins. The rapid folding of de novo designed proteins also suggests that this optimization does not require explicitly kinetic selective pressures but is associated with designability. And although native-like interactions are clearly formed during the rate-limiting step in folding, they are apparently not a dominant contributor to relative barrier heights. Finally, a simple mathematical description of the diffusive search for the correct overall topology, the topomer search model, accurately predicts relative folding rates. We believe that the topomer search dominates folding of two-state proteins because their equilibrium folding is so cooperative that only unfolded conformations in the native topomer can zipper sufficient structure for the free energy to drop below zero, and thus the entropic cost of finding the native topomer is a major contributor to the folding barrier. We speculate that this cooperativity provides a means of destabilizing partially structured, misfolded states relative to the native fold, thereby accelerating folding rates more by destabilizing traps (smoothing the landscape/improving the energy gap/decreasing σ) than it decelerates them by destabilizing potentially productive intermediates. This suggests that the observed dominance of topology in defining folding rates is a consequence of the cooperativity necessary to ensure the formation of an energy landscape that can support rapid folding.
